
skilful actions
and not so skilful actions

real life example
try and apply everything you have learned

Buddhism teaches

! that it is something of a 
mixture...

! the Buddha said that 
Kammic choices 
!actions" were like 
seeds

! the plant that grows 
depends on the seeds 
planted...

it’s all in the roots
! good/bad depends on a mixture of 

intention/consequences

! but they are linked....

! you already know about the 
bad roots !Akusala", choices 
based on:

! greed

! delusion

! hatred

intention: it’s all in the roots

! the good roots are !Kusala", 
choices based on:

! non#attachment

! understanding

! kindness

it’s so theoretical...
! it’s worth remembering the first 

principle we talked about

! it’s not about rules

! there isn’t even anyone watching

! but obviously if you believe it 
may e!ect your rebirth you are 
going to put some serious 
thought into your actions



well skilful....

! it’s about trying to be 
creative and insightful

! but what does that mean?

! so clearly an action could 
be the ‘skilful’ thing to do 
in one situation, but 
totally not in another

well skilful....

! you can work out how ‘skilful’ 
something is by looking at:

! intentions

! foreseen consequences

! ‘appropriateness’ of 
actor to action

intentions
! “an action is wrong if the 

intention that began it was 
wrong”

! it’s hard to work this out, but this 
is why he gives us the good and 
bad roots

! think about this...

! some things that we might usua!y 
consider wrong might in the right 
circumstances bring good 
Kammic consequences

foreseen consequenses
! quite often actions have 

foreseeable, or potential 
outcomes

! just because the drunk driver 
didn’t intend to kill doesn’t make 
him blameless

! the driver should have considered 
what migh" happen as a result of 
the action

! so you need to spend time/care 
thinking it through

actions and the actor

! again this is partly due to the 
situation

! it might be okay to kill to eat 
if you were about to die on a 
desert island

! but not when you live next to 
a shop
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